NAC ATM Specific Coronavirus Exposure/Spread Mitigation Guidelines:

1. It is important that all ATM businesses have reasonable safety procedures in place, along with written records to prove it.

2. If possible, wear disposable gloves &/or use hand sanitizer for each physical contact with your ATM Terminals/Cash and avoid touching your face.

3. When an ATM is visited for loading, maintenance or repair, the keypad, all buttons, and the outer surfaces of the cash dispenser, receipt dispenser and the other external consumer "touch points" on the terminal should be thoroughly cleaned/disinfected – using the following procedures:

   A. Use wet wipes or a disinfectant solution that meet CDC standards to include at least 70% isopropyl alcohol or other strong/proven antiviral disinfectant solution (bleach works but may harm some plastic parts).

   B. **DO NOT SPRAY LIQUID ANYWHERE DIRECTLY ONTO THE TERMINAL OR ITS COMPONENTS. INSTEAD – USE DISPOSABLE DISINFECTANT WET WIPES – OR SPRAY THE DISINFECTANT SOLUTION GENEROUSLY ONTO A PAPER TOWEL/CLOTH AND WIPE.**

   C. The surfaces should first be wiped down with disinfectant twice:
      1) Wiped down and then wiped dry with paper towels (safely disposed of and not reused); and
      2) Given another final disinfectant wipe down – to be left wet on the surfaces to air dry.

   D. **After your final disinfectant application – ALLOW TO AIR DRY – DO NOT WIPE OFF.**

   E. **When wiping – go in one steady direction on each surface** (so you’re not re-contaminating surfaces or just moving the germs around – but wiping them off).

4. You may wish to post signage at the ATM indicating the cleaning routine being used to keep the terminal safe and disinfected.

5. Ask your Merchant customers to please make sure to clean/disinfect their countertops and other consumer touchpoints daily (doorknobs/POS terminals/restrooms/etc.) – and **ask for them to help by disinfecting the main touchpoints on their/your ATMs as part of their daily cleaning regimen** (which should only take a minute or two).

6. **REMINDER:** It is important to DOCUMENT the safety procedures you are adopting, communications you are sending, steps you are taking to keep your people, Merchants and end users as safe and secure as reasonably possible with respect to your ATMs given the current unique issues and circumstances.
7. Remember to follow CDC guidelines when "on the job" - Wash your hands frequently with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, avoid touching your face, and maintain a safe distance from other people (ideally staying 6 feet or more away). Schedule jobs to avoid crowds.

Resources:

- [CDC Coronavirus Website Home Page](#)
- [Key CDC Excerpts for Businesses](#)
- [CDC Advisement: COVID-19 Daily Safety Measures for Everyone](#)
- [Detailed Cleaning & Disinfecting Instructions from CDC](#)
- [President’s Coronavirus Guidelines](#)